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Commission on the consequences of devolution for the House of Commons (McKay 

Commission)  

Terms of reference: 

“To consider how the House of Commons might deal with legislation which affects only part 

of the United Kingdom, following the devolution of certain legislative powers to the Scottish 

Parliament, the Northern Ireland Assembly and the National Assembly for Wales.” 

“The Government is clear that the Commission’s primary task should be to examine how this 

House and Parliament as a whole can deal most effectively with business that affects England 

wholly or primarily, when at the same time similar matters in some or all of Scotland, Wales 

and Northern Ireland are lawfully and democratically the responsibility of the separate 

Parliament or Assemblies. The Commission will not examine financing, which is being dealt 

with separately through various processes led by Treasury Ministers. Nor does it need to look 

at the balance of Parliamentary representation, given that Parliament addressed historic 

imbalances in representation between the constituent nations of the United Kingdom in 

legislation earlier this year.” 

The West Lothian Question - Key Questions 

How important is this issue and how salient is this issue?  Using Scotland as an indicator, the 

West Lothian Question is discussed infrequently outside of England (see annex B).  It 

commands most attention among Conservative MPs and, to a much lesser extent, the 

populations they represent (suggestions by MPs that the English question dominates 

constituency business are not convincing).  Some polls suggest that most people favour some 

kind of solution based on devolved MPs not voting on England-only issues, but they do not 

indicate the salience of the issue.  Work by Susan Condor suggests that English attention to 

constitutional issues is relatively low and that the idea of an English ‘backlash’ is highly 

problematic.     

Whose interests are paramount?  The West Lothian Question is a problem that cannot be 

addressed in a way that will suit all parties.  Any decision will produce winners and losers.  A 

decision might involve some degree of compromise but it will still favour one group at the 

expense of another (or, at least, this is how the solution will be perceived).  Specifically, any 

departure from the status quo towards a solution designed to improve representation for 

England will not only benefit the dominant nation in the Union but also (currently) the 

Conservative Party (as the party currently most likely to command a majority of MPs in 

England). 

Can we separate the basic principle from the evidence from key cases?  Reflection on key 

examples since 1999 shows how muddy the waters can appear when we consider the 

principled and the pragmatic arguments.  The principle seems very clear in some cases: 

without support from Labour MPs in Scotland, legislation to introduce foundation hospitals 

and ‘top up’ fees for students may not have passed.  Consequently, their intervention could be 

seen as an abuse of their position that should not be allowed to continue.  These examples 

provoked claims of a ‘constitutional outrage’ and suggested to some that systematic 

behaviour along those lines might provoke a constitutional crisis.  However, in retrospect, it 

also seems clear that the opposition at the time (the Conservative Party) would have 

supported some version of both pieces of legislation (since, in office, they have built on, not 



rejected, both of those policies) and that their opposition was strategic rather than completely 

based on policy principle.  In such cases, our definition of the problem may change, from one 

of principle alone to one of supporting the conditions for opposition parties (in this case the 

Conservative Party) to make strategic choices when the government is vulnerable to rebellion 

on its backbenches.   As stated, the problem does not seem as profound or as pressing.   

Could the medicine do more harm than the illness? A key mantra in policy analysis is that the 

medicine should not be more harmful than the illness; that policy often becomes its own 

cause or at least has unintended consequences.   It would be worth considering how far the 

commission would like to go and what consequences it would be content to accept.  This 

involves consideration of the size of the problem.   

Is it worth considering anything other than some form of ‘English votes for English Laws’ 

policy?  The most important audience for this report (the current UK Government) may not 

be receptive to many of the main solutions discussed (including major constitutional change, 

a reform of the Barnett formula and devolved finance, an English Parliament or a return to 

the idea of regional assemblies, a further reduction of MPs in Scotland, Wales and Northern 

Ireland, and proportional representation).  This leaves either ‘no change’ or variations on the 

theme of EVEL (including self denial, advisory voting, ad hoc decisions on England-only 

votes, and the Rifkind solution). 

Does the remit of the commission make it impossible for the commission to produce an 

acceptable solution?  The main arguments against EVEL suggest that it would produce an 

arrangement similar to that of creating an English Parliament within the House of Commons 

(for which there is little appetite) and/ or that devolved MPs can legitimately vote on 

England-only legislation as long as Westminster legislation has major funding implications 

for the devolved territories.  Both issues seem to be beyond the remit of the commission.   

Could a policy of self-denial work?  Perhaps a realistic fudge is to produce a self-denial 

convention in which legislation becomes England-only if there is widespread agreement that 

the issue has minimal funding implications (such as the bans on fox hunting and smoking in 

public places) but not when the legislation involves the rebalancing of charging and public 

finance.  Such a convention might seek to address the worst excesses of behaviour associated 

with the West Lothian Question, rather than issue as a whole. Such a policy requires: (a) 

considerable cross-party consultation, which may be problematic if the commission is set up 

to avoid partisan involvement; (b) a strong emphasis on convention and the idea of normal 

(versus deviant) behaviour backed up by internal party sanctions if individual MPs step out of 

line.  It also suggests that the distinction between financial/ regulatory legislation is clear 

when, in fact, the issue is problematic partly because that line is often not clear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Annex A - List of Statements on the West Lothian Question  

The following is a list of statements produced from parliamentary, media and social network 

reports and broken down into a small number of themes or arguments.  The relatively large 

amount of text in some sections does not suggest that the argument is stronger or more highly 

supported (and they are outlined in no particular order).  At most, it suggests that the 

argument for major change is simple, while a lot of the argument against major change 

involves describing a series of issues that suggest that any solution will not be simple.   

Theme 1 – English laws for England  

Only MPs representing English constituencies should vote on legislation affecting England-

only. 

MPs in devolved territories (and Scotland in particular, on issues such as foundation hospitals 

and higher education tuition fees) have used their votes inappropriately, to provide UK 

Government majorities to pass legislation that does not affect their constituencies.   

It is inappropriate for MPs representing Scottish constituencies to become ministers in areas 

(such as health) that are devolved to Scotland.  Scottish MPs should not control England-only 

legislation. 

Occasional opinion polls suggest that most people in England and Scotland believe that 

Scotland MPs should not vote on matters that only affect England.  

The problem will become worse as more powers are devolved to Scotland, Wales and 

Northern Ireland and a solution should be devised before a tipping point (such as a major 

backlash in England) is reached. 

Theme 2 – We require major change  

The fundamental solution is either an English Parliament or a complete redesign of the Union 

(including, for example, English regional assemblies). 

Independence for Scotland will solve a large part of the West Lothian Question. 

Introduce a Grand Committee for England. 

Theme 3: Reasons for the Status Quo  

There is no answer to the West Lothian Question.  

If William Gladstone (and Elwyn Jones and Kilbrandon) couldn’t solve this problem then no 

one can. 

The best solution to the West Lothian Question is not to ask it. 

The West Lothian Question is the price that England pays for the Union. 

The disadvantage to English constituencies associated with the West Lothian Question is 

offset by the effect of the dominance of parliamentary decision-making by MPs representing 

English constituencies. 

An MP elected to the House of Commons serves the whole of the UK as well as his or her 

constituency. 



A unified Parliament strengthens the Union and the UK. 

The West Lothian Question receives disproportionate attention (as does the idea of an 

English ‘backlash’ which is evident in some polls but not in longer term qualitative research). 

Theme 4 – Problems with reform  

Do not create two tiers of MPs or second-class MPs with more limited voting rights (note 

similar arguments about list/ constituency MSPs in the Scottish Parliament) – the move will 

undermine the integrity of the Parliament and lead to chaos in its day-to-day operations (but 

note David Cameron’s statement in 2007, reproduced in Bowers’ 2012 HC Paper: ‘We 

already have two classes of MP’). 

Most, if not all, Acts of Parliament designed for England (and Wales) have UK-wide 

provisions or sections within them that relate to Scotland and/ or Northern Ireland. 

There is no such thing as English-only law, since most decisions made for England have 

unintended or direct consequences for the devolved territories, particularly when they involve 

funding (including, for example, the decision to reduce funding for Universities and charge 

tuition fees to students).  Indeed, the more pressing problem is how to incorporate fully the 

likely devolved effects of legislation into the explanatory notes of parliamentary bills. 

The England, not Wales, distinction is particularly problematic because there is a relatively 

high integration of institutions, services and people and a limited ability for the Welsh 

Assembly to produce its own legislation. 

Any solution, along the lines of England Votes Only For English Laws, to solve a 

constitutional problem related to a UK Government being propped up by devolved MPs, may 

create a larger constitutional problem than it started with. 

A particular issue may be the role of the ‘wrecking amendment’ if an overall government 

majority is used to pass a bill at an early stage before a government minority in England is 

unable to vote down an amendment that wrecks the bill.  The possibility might produce a 

process rather like that of minority government, in which cross-party agreement is required to 

produce successful legislation, but this may not be what the Commission was set up to 

encourage. 

Any solution involving major change will be difficult to enforce, not least because the rules 

may be interpreted differently by different people (leading to the need for frequent 

controversial rulings by committee chairs – that is, the unintended consequence of a policy to 

reduce attention to the West Lothian Question). 

A separate English Parliament would undermine the authority and legitimacy of Westminster 

(particularly if it produced the idea of separate England and UK Governments with separate 

access to the UK civil service). 

The West Lothian Question’s main problem could be solved largely by self-denial on the part 

of devolved MPs who would agree, when appropriate, not to vote on matters that did not 

affect their constituencies. 

Theme 5 – Issues of process and impact 

The Commission was established and announced without enough cross-party consultation 

(and no MPs are involved). 



The Commission will be an expensive waste of time. 

The Commission represents a stalling tactic, to consider minor points of procedure but not the 

big issues. 

The Commission was set up to address concerns by Conservative MPs in England (and 

hastened by a Conservative MP bill), not to answer the West Lothian Question in an unbiased 

way. 

There is no non-partisan way to answer the West Lothian Question while the Conservative 

party has a higher number of MPs from English constituencies and Labour may rely (in the 

future) on MPs in Scotland and Wales to secure a majority in Parliament. 

There is no meaningful way to address the West Lothian Question as long as devolved 

finance is tied to decisions made for England.  

The Commission cannot control the widespread reaction to its recommendations, however 

careful it is (as the media reaction to the Treasury’s carefully managed budget demonstrates). 

The Commission is considering evidence alongside the consultation on an independence 

referendum in Scotland.  

Any reform is likely to be used by parties in the devolved territories to draw attention to the 

imbalance of power in Parliament towards England. 

Addressing the West Lothian Question in the House of Commons will direct attention to the 

need to address territorial representation in the House of Lords (even if Lords are not 

appointed on a territorial basis) 

Overall Theme – Solutions? 

The following ‘solutions’ have been proposed in various parts of the media or social 

networks, but they are accompanied rarely by a comprehensive discussion of their merits and 

limitations: 

 No change  

 Self denial or a detailed agreement among parties on when it is appropriate to vote on 

legislation relating primarily to England  

 An ad hoc system of voting on issues that are/ are not England only (perhaps decided 

by the bill’s standing committee’s chair) 

 An ad hoc system of voting in which devolved MP votes are advisory 

 A system in which a bill would be deemed ‘England-only’, the whole House would 

vote at the Second and Third readings but only MPs representing English 

constituencies (or a Grand Committee for England) would be able to take part at the 

Committee and Report stages (the Rifkind solution). 

Other solutions outside the commission’s remit? 

 An English Parliament or some equivalent (for which there appears to be little 

appetite) 

 A further reduction of MPs in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland (which would 

not solve the problem, and would create new imbalances in reserved areas) 



 Independence for Scotland (on the basis that the issue relates primarily to the role of 

‘Scottish MPs’ – as described in the Conservative Party’s 2010 manifesto) 

 English regional assemblies (dropped after the ‘no’ vote in the North East of 

England) 

 Proportional representation (as a means to remove the exaggerated majority of 

Labour MPs in Scotland, the group often associated with the West Lothian Question) 

Annex B 

Cairney, P. (2011) The Scottish Political System Since Devolution (Exeter: Imprint 

Academic), pp226-7 

“The West Lothian question has always rumbled on in the background, but became a salient 

issue from 2003 for two main reasons. First, Scotland-based MPs (John Reid and Alistair 

Darling) were given UK ministerial posts in areas (health and transport) in which they had 

predominantly English responsibilities but minimal influence on those policy areas in 

Scotland (Wright, August 2003: 25). Second, Scotland MP votes were required to pass 

legislation applying primarily to England when England-based MPs rebelled in large 

numbers. The issue arose in November 2003 when Scotland and Wales MPs were needed to 

clinch the Labour Government vote on NHS foundation hospitals (John Reid was Health 

Secretary—Wright, August, 2003: 25–6). Interestingly, the SNP argued that in some cases 

there is effectively no West Lothian question because, for example, the decision to pursue 

private funding for the NHS in England has huge consequences for public provision in 

Scotland (they voted against foundation hospitals and tuition fees). In contrast, UK Shadow 

Health Secretary Tim Yeo called the matter a ‘constitutional outrage’ (Wright, February 

2004: 17–19). In January 2004 Scottish Labour votes were required to pass the bill 

introducing student top-up fees in England, prompting Conservative calls to prohibit Scottish 

MPs voting on ‘purely English’ matters. This solution was rejected by Alistair Darling 

(Scottish Secretary), who argued that MPs in devolved territories still had the right to help 

decide how Parliament allocated tax-raised UK resources, and worried that such measures 

would produce two classes of MP and perhaps ‘federalism or even independence’ (Wright, 

February 2004: 18–20; Wright, August 2004: 29; note that survey respondents in Scotland 

seem to favour Scots abstaining from such votes—Curtice, February 2001: 24; May 2004: 19; 

January 2006: 52 [reproduced below]; Wright, February 2004: 20; Ormston and Curtice, 

2011). Jack Straw (Leader of the Commons) expressed similar concerns about the breakup of 

the UK in 2006 (but note that critics feared the West Lothian question would also lead to 

separatist claims) (Trench, September 2006: 44–6). Various other schemes were mooted, 

including: giving Parliament’s Speaker the discretion to choose which votes were English-

only (Wright, May 2004: 33); legislating to stop Scotland MPs voting on English matters; 

producing a new ‘covenant’ between Scotland, England and Wales; and even replacing MSPs 

with Scottish MPs (Trench, September 2006: 44–6; see also Bort, January 2008: 31–2 on the 

West Lothian Question and the wider issue of English attitudes to Scotland). They were 

rejected by the UK Labour Government as impractical and potentially harmful to the stability 

of the UK (Trench, September 2006: 44–6; January 2007: 46). Further, no solution has been 

accepted even under a Conservative-led UK Government, largely because the West Lothian 

question is small beer at a time of economic and political crisis (it did not support a member’s 

bill in September 2011 but intends to establish a commission in October—Settle, 2011).” 
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Annex C 

McGarvey, N. And Cairney, P. (2008) Scottish Politics (Basingstoke: Palgrave) p165 

 

 


